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tails, consult British Foreign Office Handbook on
"Mesopotamia.") The concession for exploitation of
Mesopotamian petroleum belongs to the private chest
of the throne by an imperial decree.1 There are two
other concessions granted; namely, in the localities of
Barguiri in the province of Van, and in the province of
Kastamnni. Both are undeveloped.2 The Standard Oil
sThe title to these oil fields is in dispute. There is the claim of the
twenty-two known heirs of the late Sultan Abdul Hamid II who have or-
ganized under the laws of the state of Virginia, a corporation known as
the Sultan Abdul Hamid Estate, with a capitalization of $150,000,000.
Affiliated thereto are three Turkish companies and the Ottoman Empirial
Estates, Incorporated, Then there is the frequently-mentioned Turkish
Petroleum Company, organized by the British in 1914, in which German
nationals received a remaining twenty-five per cent interest in return for
their permission for the British to construct the Baghdad-Basra section of
the Baghdad Kailway, and a quarter share went to a Dutch oil group.
The validity of this claim was denied by Talaat Pasha, by Mahmud Pasha,
the Minister of Public Works in 1914, by Mustafa Kemal Pasha, and by
the American Department of State in a series of vigorous diplomatic notes
with the British foreign office. By the terms of the San. Eemo Conference,
France falls heir to Germany's former claim; but in 1922, American oil
groups acquired this quarter interest by virtue of an understanding with
the unchanged British and Dutch (with large British capital) oil interests.
Although the Chester concession appears to accord valuable rights in the
Iraq and Kurdistan oil fields, the Baghdad Bailway concessions contain
definite provisions, some of which antedate the latest grants. The sov-
ereignty of this Kurdish country is a matter of negotiation between the
British and the Turkish governments, which is another difficulty which must
be surmounted before these oil fields of reputed great wealth have a clearly-
defined status.—E. G. M.
3 Within the present boundaries of Turkey, there axe the vast oil fields
in the eastern vilayets of Van, Bitlis, and Erzerum which have received little
public notice yet are adjudged as rich as those in the Mosul .area. Geo-
logically, they are a continuation of the Transeaueasian and northern Per-
sian strata and in Turkey alone extend a distance of approximately 225
miles. It will surprise most people to learn that these historic Armenian
regions possess such wealth. As the Manchester Guardian Commercial
(Beconstruetion in Europe, July 6, 1923), points out, these "are the least
known virgin oil fields of importance near to Europe which remain undis-
posed of. ... In the vilayet of Van, relatively the best explored, there
were at one time a great number of claims, extending together over an
area of 10,000 acres. But, one has it on good authority, these claims for
lack of further activities, have now become null and void. In the vilayet
of Bitlis the region near the town of Zakho, almost on the Mesopotamian
frontier, is supposed to be most promising, but no concessions or claims
have up to now been granted there. In the vilayet of Erzer&m, a highly
reputed oil region is that of Pulk near Terjian. This area is owned by
the Evkaf Ministry, and just before the outbreak of the war was hotly

